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High-energy heavy-ion collisions.
Selected phenomenological aspects

 Lecture I.  Introduction - First steps

 Motivation(s)

 Multiplicity distributions: characterizing the collision geometry

 Lecture II.  “Collective flow”

 Lecture III.  “Hard probes”: high-pT particles



 60’s: protons & neutrons are made up of coloured quarks       
(bound together by gluons). Quarks cannot escape a nucleon.

Short incomplete history...
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 60’s: protons & neutrons are made up of coloured quarks       
(bound together by gluons). Quarks cannot escape a nucleon.

Short incomplete history...

 Gross, Politzer, Wilczek (1973): Quantum Chromodynamics    
possesses asymptotic freedom: at small distances,                      
the coupling becomes small (≠ QED).
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(bound together by gluons). Quarks cannot escape a nucleon.

 Collins, Perry (1975): thus, if you pack nucleons close together (high 
density in a neutron star), they overlap, and quarks are freed.
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 Cabibbo, Parisi (1975): if you increase the temperature of matter 
sufficiently, you also “liberate” quarks...
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(bound together by gluons). Quarks cannot escape a nucleon.

 Shuryak (1980): ... thereby creating a quark-gluon plasma.

 Collins, Perry (1975): thus, if you pack nucleons close together (high 
density in a neutron star), they overlap, and quarks are freed.
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 60’s: protons & neutrons are made up of coloured quarks       
(bound together by gluons). Quarks cannot escape a nucleon.

 Shuryak (1980): ... thereby creating a quark-gluon plasma.

 Collins, Perry (1975): thus, if you pack nucleons close together (high 
density in a neutron star), they overlap, and quarks are freed.

Short incomplete history...

 Gross, Politzer, Wilczek (1973): Quantum Chromodynamics    
possesses asymptotic freedom: at small distances,                      
the coupling becomes small (≠ QED).

≃3×10   kg/m18         3
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 Cabibbo, Parisi (1975): if you increase the temperature of matter 
sufficiently, you also “liberate” quarks...



 60’s: protons & neutrons are made up of coloured quarks       
(bound together by gluons). Quarks cannot escape a nucleon.

 cf. Hagedorn (1965): there is a highest possible temperature for a 
hadron gas (“for strong interactions”), T ≈ 158 MeV.

 Shuryak (1980): ... thereby creating a quark-gluon plasma.

 Collins, Perry (1975): thus, if you pack nucleons close together (high 
density in a neutron star), they overlap, and quarks are freed.

Short incomplete history...

 Gross, Politzer, Wilczek (1973): Quantum Chromodynamics    
possesses asymptotic freedom: at small distances,                      
the coupling becomes small (≠ QED).
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 Cabibbo, Parisi (1975): if you increase the temperature of matter 
sufficiently, you also “liberate” quarks...



Phase diagram of hadronic matter
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QCD transition in the early Universe
 Just after the Big Bang, the Universe, at a temperature ≈ 1 TeV, 

was filled with a plasma of quarks and gluons.

 About 10 ms after the Big Bang, the temperature is down to about 
170 MeV and the quarks and gluons are confined into hadrons.
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Witten scenario (1984):
If the transition between the deconfined and hadronic phases is of 
first order, it proceeds through the nucleation of hadronic “bubbles”.
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QCD transition in the early Universe
 Just after the Big Bang, the Universe, at a temperature ≈ 1 TeV, 

was filled with a plasma of quarks and gluons.

 About 10 ms after the Big Bang, the temperature is down to about 
170 MeV and the quarks and gluons are confined into hadrons.

Witten scenario (1984):
If the transition between the deconfined and hadronic phases is of 
first order, it proceeds through the nucleation of hadronic “bubbles”.
The bubbles then grow, eating the quark-gluon phase.
They coalesce, enclosing remnants of deconfined quarks.
Eventually, the whole Universe is made of hadrons, except for isolated 
quark nuggets… or quark stars?
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Quark-Gluon Plasma in the Universe?
Two unexplained seismic quakes with unusual properties (events with a 
very high propagation speed ≈ 400 km.s-1):

Did strangelets traverse the Earth?

http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/sqm/index.html

http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/sqm/index.html
http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/sqm/index.html
http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/sqm/index.html
http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/sqm/index.html


Quark stars?
 Quark stars would be a good candidate for dark matter, especially 

for the MAssive Compact Halo Objects detected by microlensing.
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Have quark stars been observed?

Quark stars?
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Have quark stars been observed? http://www.msfc.nasa.gov/news/
news/releases/2002/02-082.html

one is too small (for 
its assumed mass)

Quark stars?
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Have quark stars been observed? http://www.msfc.nasa.gov/news/
news/releases/2002/02-082.html

one is too small (for 
its assumed mass)

the other is too cold 
(for its conjectured age)

Quark stars?
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http://www.msfc.nasa.gov
http://www.msfc.nasa.gov
http://www.msfc.nasa.gov
http://www.msfc.nasa.gov
http://www.msfc.nasa.gov/news/news/releases/2002/02-082.html
http://www.msfc.nasa.gov/news/news/releases/2002/02-082.html


http://www.esa.int/esaCP/SEM1WRN0LYE_index_0.html
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Quark stars?
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Quark stars?

 According to QCD computations on a lattice (see next slides!), the 
(de)confinement phase transition is not first order for the values of 
the baryon density relevant for cosmology — it is rather a crossover, 
which invalidates Witten’s idea.

 Yet these computations have to be confirmed by experiment
⇒ ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions

 Quark stars would be a good candidate for dark matter, especially 
for the MAssive Compact Halo Objects detected by microlensing.             

 On April 10, 2002, NASA announced the observation of two quark 
stars: “Cosmic X-rays reveal evidence for new form of matter”.        
(But these were probably mis-identified neutron stars.)
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Hints from lattice QCD

…
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(cf. Owe Philipsen’s lectures)



…

“2+1” flavors, mπ ≈ 220 MeV, mK ≈ 500 MeV
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Hints from lattice QCD



ideal Stefan- 
Boltzmann limit

Energy density ε & pressure p: 

ε/T4

3p/T4

PRD 77 (2008) 045511
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Hints from lattice QCD



Entropy density s

s/T3

PRD 77 (2008) 045511

ideal Stefan- 
Boltzmann limit
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Hints from lattice QCD



Critical temperature Tc = 196±4 MeV

PRD 77 (2008) 045511
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Hints from lattice QCD



Critical temperature Tc ≈ 150-200 MeV

PRD 77 (2008) 045511
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Hints from lattice QCD



cs
2 =

dp

dε
= ε

d(p/ε)
dε

+
p

ε

PRD 77 (2008) 045511

       sound velocity   :cs
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p

ε

Hints from lattice QCD



Heavy quark free energy

O.Kaczmarek, PoS CPOD07 (2007) 043

vacuum free energy

screening
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Hints from lattice QCD



 Rapid change of thermodynamic quantities (energy density, pressure, 
entropy density...)     transition / crossover between two states:

hadron gas vs. Quark-Gluon Plasma

 Screening of the heavy-quark potential in the high-temperature 
phase.

 Equation of state, sound velocity… (+ much more, not shown)
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Hints from lattice QCD



 Rapid change of thermodynamic quantities (energy density, pressure, 
entropy density...)     transition / crossover between two states:

hadron gas vs. Quark-Gluon Plasma

 Screening of the heavy-quark potential in the high-temperature 
phase.

 Equation of state, sound velocity… (+ much more, not shown)

 However lattice simulations of QCD at finite temperature are not 
(yet) performed with “physical” light-quark masses.

 They do not provide any phase diagram,

 nor transport coefficients.

(yet?)
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Hints from lattice QCD



Phase diagram of nuclear matter
(a sketch)
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Phase diagram of nuclear matter

T≃170 MeV
(≈2×10  K)12

computed in finite-temperature 
lattice QCD*

(a sketch)
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* the existence of a first-order transition line is disputed, cf. O.Philipsen



Phase diagram of nuclear matter

T≃170 MeV
(≈2×10  K)12

computed in finite-temperature 
lattice QCD*

studied with effective models: 
many different phases
   

(a sketch)
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* the existence of a first-order transition line is disputed, cf. O.Philipsen



Phase diagram of nuclear matter

T≃170 MeV
(≈2×10  K)12

cooling down of the early Universe

(a sketch)
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Phase diagram of nuclear matter

T≃170 MeV
(≈2×10  K)12

cooling down of the early Universe

“trajectory” of an ultrarelativistic 
nucleus-nucleus collision

(a sketch)
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Why heavy-ion collisions?
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 Repeatedly heard answers: 

“to create a quark-gluon plasma and study its properties”

“to study the phase diagram of nuclear matter”
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is studying dark matter / dark energy more sexy?
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or, better, the “particle of God”, which is “responsible for the mass”?

boring?

is studying dark matter / dark energy more sexy?

Why heavy-ion collisions?
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 Repeatedly heard answers: 

“to create a quark-gluon plasma and study its properties”

“to study the phase diagram of nuclear matter”



 A remark: well, actually, do we really understand mass?

or do I miss 99% of my own mass?

     study deconfinement to understand confinement, 
as well as, perhaps, the mass (and spin?) of the nucleon! 

(Review of Particle Properties 2008)

Why heavy-ion collisions?
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 Repeatedly heard answers: 

“to create a quark-gluon plasma and study its properties”

“to study the phase diagram of nuclear matter”
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A remark for purists…

Actually, there are two transitions:

 (de)confinement transition:

the Z(3) center symmetry is manifest in the QCD vacuum (   creation 
of free quarks requires an infinite energy), spontaneously broken in the 
high-temperature phase, 
Order parameter: Polyakov loop

 chiral transition:
chiral symmetry is broken in the low-temperature phase, (partially) 
restored in the high-temperature one.
Order parameter: chiral condensate

In present-day lattice QCD computations, these “transitions” seem to 
occur at the same critical temperature (according to most groups; according 
to one group, they occur at two relatively close yet different temperatures).
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Heavy ion experiments
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GANIL ≲ 100 MeV/u

Heavy ion experiments
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GANIL ≲ 100 MeV/u

{
GSI SIS ≲ 1 GeV/u

FAIR 1-10 GeV/u

Heavy ion experiments
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GANIL ≲ 100 MeV/u

Dubna ≈ 2 GeV/u

{
GSI SIS ≲ 1 GeV/u

FAIR 1-10 GeV/u

Heavy ion experiments
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GANIL ≲ 100 MeV/u

Dubna ≈ 2 GeV/u

RHIC @ 
Brookhaven

20-200 GeV/u

{
GSI SIS ≲ 1 GeV/u

FAIR 1-10 GeV/u

CERN
{

SPS 5-17 GeV/u
LHC 5.5 TeV/u

Heavy ion experiments



Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

√
sNN

A 4 km-long dedicated machine, 
operating since 2000: 
Au-Au & Cu-Cu collisions at
      = 19.6 (one week), 22.4, 
        62.4, 130 & 200 GeV
(+ proton-proton & d-Au collisions)

4 experiments (BRAHMS, PHENIX, 
PHOBOS, STAR)
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In heavy-ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies, something “new” is 
created, namely a “mesoscopic” region (size ≈ several fm, much larger 
than that of a hadron) in which the acting degrees of freedom carry 
a color charge.

THE result
(first seen at SPS, at RHIC? in the end, it doesn’t matter)
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Heavy ion experiments



In heavy-ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies, something “new” is 
created, namely a “mesoscopic” region (size ≈ several fm, much larger 
than that of a hadron) in which the acting degrees of freedom carry 
a color charge.

THE result
(first seen at SPS, at RHIC? in the end, it doesn’t matter)

Should it be called a quark-gluon plasma?
(issues about thermal equilibrium...)

In any case, what is formed has to be characterized quantitatively.
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Heavy ion experiments



Time evolution of a heavy-ion collision

space

time
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Time evolution of a heavy-ion collision

hard scatterings
space

time
γ

QQ–hard 
parton
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Time evolution of a heavy-ion collision

hard scatterings
space

time
γμ± e±

Quark-Gluon Plasmafew fm/  -c

QQ–
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Time evolution of a heavy-ion collision

hard scatterings
space

time
γμ± e±

Quark-Gluon Plasmafew fm/  -c

jet

hadronization

p K Λ πJ/ψ,Υ?

QQ–
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ex
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Time evolution of a heavy-ion collision

stolen from Steffen Bass
& John Harris

hard scatterings
space

time
γμ± e±

Quark-Gluon Plasmafew fm/  -c

jet

hadronization

p K Λ πJ/ψ,Υ?
freeze-out

QQ–
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Phenomenology of heavy-ion collisions
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How can one characterize what is created in a heavy-ion collision?

Focus on “collective phenomena” present in nucleus-nucleus collisions, 
but absent in pp collisions         (“condensed matter physics of QCD”)

 Establish a reference, in which collective effects are absent.

 Quantify the deviation from these benchmarks in nucleus-nucleus 
collisions.

 Analyze the origin of these deviations.



First measurement: multiplicity
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number Nch of charged particles ∝



Heavy-ion collisions: geometry

 or the collision might be almost head-on (small  
impact parameter, “central” collision)

 the nuclei might barely graze each other (large 
impact parameter, “peripheral” collision)

Heavy nuclei have a finite radius!
    In a collision the impact parameter plays a role:

The (almond-shaped) overlap regions of the nuclei are different in 
either case (size, eccentricity…).

b

b
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Multiplicity vs. geometry
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The multiplicity distribution          in heavy-ion collisions is largely 
determined by geometry, i.e., by the value of the impact parameter |b| 
of the nucleus-nucleus (A-B) collision

To relate geometry and multiplicity, one needs a counting rule: 

 b determines some “equivalent number” of nucleon-nucleon (N-N) 
collisions, whose superposition would constitute the nucleus-nucleus 
collision: Ncoll ;

 with the help of the inelastic N-N cross-section σinel one can relate 
Ncoll to the multiplicity.

For instance, Glauber theory.

dNevts

dnch

A-B

N-N
A-B



Glauber theory: N-A collisions
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Nuclear profile function TA(b) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dz ρA(b, z)

  

nuclear probability density

Average number of N-N collisions in a nucleon-nucleus collision N-A at 
impact parameter b:

N̄N-A
coll (b) = A TA(b)σinel

N-N

Average number of participant nucleons in a nucleon-nucleus collision 
N-A at impact parameter b:

N̄N-A
part (b) = 1 + N̄N-A

coll (b) = A TA(b)σinel
N-N

σA(b) ≡ 1−
[
TA(b)σinel

N-N
]A # 1− exp

[
ATA(b)σinel

N-N
]

Inelastic nucleon-nucleus N-A cross-section: σinel
N-A =

∫
dbσA(b)



Glauber theory: A-B collisions
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Nuclear overlap function

Average number of participant nucleons in a nucleus-nucleus collision 
A-B at impact parameter b:

Inelastic nucleus-nucleus A-B cross-section:

TA-B(b) ≡
∫

dr TB(r) TA(b− r)

σinel
A-B =

∫
dbσA-B(b)

σA-B(b) ≡ 1−
[
TA-B(b) σinel

N-N
]AB # 1− exp

[
AB TA-B(b) σinel

N-N
]

N̄A-B
part (b) =

B σA(b)
σA-B(b)

+
A σB(b)
σA-B(b)

Average number of N-N collisions in a nucleus-nucleus collision A-A at 
impact parameter b: N̄A-A

coll (b) ∝ A4/3

N̄A-A
part(b) ∝ Ain particular 



bulk: “soft 
particles”

high-p  
probes

T
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∝ Npart
 A-B ∝ Ncoll

 A-B

Multiplicity



Multiplicity distribution
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n̄A-B(b) =
(

1− x

2
N̄A-B

part (b) + xN̄A-B
coll (b)

)
n̄N-N

Vary the equivalent number of nucleon-nucleon collisions between
           and           :N̄A-B

part (b) N̄A-B
coll (b)

Probability P (n,b) to find a multiplicity n in a particular A-B collision 
at impact parameter b is Gaussian around          , with some (model-
dependent) dispersion.

    event-multiplicity distribution: 

n̄A-B(b)

dNevts

dn
=

∫
dbP (n,b)

[
1−

(
1− σinel

N-NTA-B(b)
)AB

]

              

probability that an inelastic process occur



dNevts

dn
=

∫
dbP (n,b)

[
1−

(
1− σinel

N-NTA-B(b)
)AB

]
Multiplicity distribution
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Multiplicity vs. geometry
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Multiplicity vs. geometry
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